The Making of Modern Law: Primary Sources, 1620-1926 is a digital goldmine of information for researchers of American history. This fully searchable archive delivers documents published by state constitutional conventions, state codes, city charters, law dictionaries, digests and more.

Early State Codes
A code is a compilation of statutes in current effect, arranged by subject and used by states for legislation. Primary Sources includes a comprehensive collection of codes and compilations up to 1926. Their significance was determined by legal bibliographers at Yale University consulting guides to legal research in individual states, Pimsleur’s Checklists of Basic American Legal Publications, and the Yale Law Library and Library of Congress collections.

Constitutional Conventions
“Constitutional Conventions” refers to reports, journals, proceedings and debates published by conventions enacting or amending state constitutions. Primary Sources offers constitutional conventions from all states up to 1926. Their significance was determined by legal bibliographers at Yale University consulting State Constitutional Conventions from Independence to the Completion of the Present Union, 1776-1959, and the Yale Law Library and Library of Congress collections.

City Charters
“City Charters” includes the texts of enacted and proposed charters and ordinances in American jurisdictions, together with related documents and opinions of legal officers of cities. Primary Sources captures city charters sourced from the Yale Law Library. These charters present a broad geographical and chronological range and a fascinating mix of the largest and smallest of cities.

FEATURES:
- More than 1.85 million pages
- More than 1,360 titles
- More than 2,225 volumes
- Complements The Making of Modern Law: Legal Treatises, 1800-1926
- Content sourced chiefly from the Lillian Goldman Law Library, Yale University
- Additional content provided by Law Library of Congress

Law Dictionaries
Legal dictionaries are surprisingly important, and older ones aid researchers investigating the history of legal concepts or interpreting the meaning of documents such as the U.S. Constitution. Primary Sources includes major American law dictionaries up to 1926.

Published Records of the American Colonies
Primary Sources includes more than 60 titles transcribed, edited, printed and indexed by six generations of scholars. Records and documents detail the legislation and court proceedings marking the nation’s tumultuous beginnings. Many of these valuable items have long since been lost or destroyed, making Primary Sources an important resource.
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